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An important factor among the requirements to be satisfied in the 
distribution of electric power is that of service reliability. Although the degree 
of service reliability of a given network can be judged empirically by qualitative 
estimation, a numerical investigation seems a better approach to the problem. 
Methods of probability calculus and mathematical statistics offer the pos
sibility for a correct evaluation of service reliability. Therefore, it is considered 
appropriate to give a short survey of mathematical concepts and operations 
applied for this purpose. 

I. }Iathematical survey 

1.1 Applied basic concepts of set theory 

Set: as a mathematical conception, is a collection of elements having 
some kind of property in common (e.g. pages of a book, persons forming the 
audience of a lecture, etc.). 

Symbol: A, B, C, etc. 
Elements of a set: a, b, h, etc. 

a is an element of set A: a E A, 
a is not an element of set A: a ~ A. 
Subset: is a part of the basic set (e.g. the set A of books dealing with 

mathematics is a subsct of the set H of all hooks). Symbol: A c H. 
In an extreme case a suhset may he equal to the hasi~ set. 

A set is called empty set or zero se.', when having no elements. Symbol: 

o. 
Let H he a basic set with subsets A, B ... K. Applying the operations 

of set algebra, new sets may he ohtained: 
Union of suhsets A and B: is the set of those elements of set H, which 

are elements of A or B or both. Symhol: 

AUB. 
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Intersection of subsets A and B: 
is the set of elements of H, which belong to both A and B. Symbol: 

AnB. 
Difference set of A and B: 

is the set of those elements of A, which do not belong to B. Symbol: 

A B. 

A B 
~) 

A B 

AUB AnB 

A-B 

Fig. 1.1 

Complement of A: 
is the difference sct of basic set H, and subset A. Symbol: CA or j 

C.-1 = .-1, H .-1. 

Set of sets T is a sum of subsets belonging to the basic set H for which 

A c T and AjB e- T 
B T A'lB e- T 

A'lB c T 
0 c T 

i.e., also the results of operations peI-formed with the subsets are elemcnts 
of T (thus, T is in fact the set of subsets). 

These operations are clearly represented by the so-called Yenn diagrams 
(see Fig. 1.1). The results are shown by the shaded portions of the figures. 

Application of set theory for the description of network reliability 

Let H he the set of seryice conditions of a network 
A be the set of ayailahle seryicc conditions of element a 
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B be the set of ayailable service conditions of element b 
then, the meaning of A U B: either a or b or both are ayailable 
the meaning of An B: hoth a and bare ayailable 

_-I: a is unavailable 
An B: a is unayailable and 

b is ayailable. 

First, an element is considered as ayailahle, if free of any dcfect and 
is considered as heing unayailable, if defective. Later on, the condition "un
available" 'will be extended to the condition in which the elemcnt is taken 
out of service for maintenance (Section 4). Element "a" will be understood 
to mean a facility installed at point "a" of the network. Hence, .1 means 
that no element is ay ail able at point "a", or in other words, element "a" 
has become defective and is heing repaired or under replacement. After 
replacement the new facility 'will he the one callcd element "a". 

1.2 Fundamental concepts of probability tlzeolY 

The service reliability of networks can he expressed hy probahility 
figures. As an introduction it seems appropriate to giye a brief account of 
the axioms of probability calculus. Since our inyestigations will be based 
on the concepts of set theory, in the following sections a short survey of the 
set-theoretical axioms of Kolmogoroy will be giycn. 

I. Let the set of elementary eYents of a phenomenon (e.g. the set of 
scryices conditions of a network) he H. 

Il. Let T be a (sct of sets), 'which is a collection (set) of subsets (A, B) 
of H, where the sets 

also belong to T. 

A!~B 

A;B 
A~Jj 

o 

Each one of sets A, B reprcsents one portion of elementary events 
of the phenomcnon, e.g. A represents the available condition of circuit 
breakers, and B the available condition of transformers, whcreas cl and )] 
represent the unayailable condition of circuit hreakers and transformers, 
respectively. 

Ill. Let H also be a member of set of sets T (H is the basic set, i.e. the 
collection of all possible service conditions), 'while the set of sets T is the 
collection of groups of elements selected according to II, i.e. the subsets 
(A, B, . -.) of set H, with set H itself ineluded. 

2 Periodic a Polytechnica El. X,:L 
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IV. To each element of T, (where each element is a set in itself) a number 
P(A) can be attached, which is called probability. Its value is 

o P(A) < 1. 

V. To the basic set H the value 1 is attached (expressing the fact that 
one out of all possible service conditions will surely occur). To set 0 the value 
o is attached (it is impossible that none of the service conditions will occur). 

VI. If An B = 0 (A and B mutually exclude each other, i.e. their 
simultaneous occurrence is impossible): 

P(AUB) = P(A) + P(B). 

VII. Generalization of Axiom VI: If AI' A z' ••• An elements of T and 
Ai n Ak = 0 then the probability is: 

n 

P(A1 U A z U ... U An) = ~ P(A j ). 

0=1 

From the theorems that can be deduced from the above axioms only 
those are summarized, which will be utilized in the following discussion: 

a) Let us assume that the sets of events - briefly referred to as events, 
in the followings - AI' A2, A3 ... An are independent of each other. This 
means that none of them is the cause of another (e.g. 'while a breakage of 
an insulator string and a line fault are interdependent events: a busbar fault 
in the distribution network and a transmission line fault in the 120 kV grid 
are independent events).' Thus, if events AI' A z' ... An are independent, 
then the probability of their simultaneous occurrence is 

, n 
P(A1 n A2 ... n An) = P(A1 ) • P(A z)· .. P(An) = [1 PC4,J. 

k~l 

b) If the condition set up by Axiom VI fails to apply 

AnB 0, 

then, according to a), if A and B are independent of each other: 

P(A U B) = P(A) P(B) p(An B). 

In the case of three service conditions (A, B, C), if 

0, AnC / 0, BnC 0, 

then, if A, Band C are independent of each other: 

P(AUBUC) = P(A) + P(B) + P(C) P(A)· P(B)-
- P(A) . P(C) - P(B) . P(C) + 
+ P(A) . P(B) . P(C). 
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2. Investigation of networks 

The dependability of a network can be determined by means of two 
characteristic properties, these being the reliability rate and the unavailability 
rate. 

The reliability rate of a network, or network element" A" is expressed 
by the number 

P(A) = RA 

determining the probability of the occurrence of service conditions (A) under 
which the network is capable of supplying the load. 

The unavailabilty rate of a net'work or network element "A" is expressed 
by the number 

expressing the probability of service conditions (-4.) under which the network 
is incapable of supplying the load. 

Since a network is either capable or incapable of supplying the load, 
"we may write 

P(A U _4) = P(A) 

2.1 Series arrangement of network elements 

Let "a" and "b" network elements be connected in series (Fig. 2.1). 
Further, let A and B be the sets of service conditions of net\,Tork elements 
a and b respectively, with said elements available. 

Fig. 2.1 

The resultant network is available, if both elements are available (Fig. 
2.2): 

the probability of this condition is 

P(A n B) = Rseries = RA' RB . 

The resultant net"work IS unavailable, if either "a" or "b", or both, 
are unavailable (Fig. 2.2): 

2* 
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the probability of this condition is 

Since, generally Qi ~ 1, with good approximation: 

Q selies 

In the following, by expending the concept of series network elements. 
the method of the so-callcd "complete system of events" will he described, 
which has been developed for calculating the resultant reliability rate or 
unavailability rate of a network. 1 

AUB 

Fig. 2.2 

Let us write all combinations that can he obtained from the sets of 
service conditions of net"work elements "a" and "b", which can occur 
simultaneously. 

An B hoth components available 
An B a out, b availahle 
An B a availahle, bout 
.·11 iJ both out. 

Any pair of the above cases can be excluded, since no clement can he 
available and unavailahle simultaneously. Thus, their prohahilities can he 
added (Axiom VI). 

Since all possible seryice conditions (suhsets) haye heen "written, the 
union of suhsets mcans the hasic set (H) of all possible seryice conditions. 
Since, ho"weycT, onc of these seryice conditions ,rill certainly occur, the 
probahility of the hasic set is 1 (as stated by Kolmogoroy's Axiom V). 

Hence, the prohahility of possible sen-ice conditions is as follows: 

P(A n B) = R.". RB 
p(..c·I n B) Q." RB 
P(A n B) 
P(.4. n B) 

P(H) = 1. 

ayailable 
unayailahle 
unayailable 
unayailahJe 

1 This method was first used in this country by the Budapest Electricity \'rork •. 
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The sum of probabilities is 1. From the table the probability of avail
ability 

and that of unavailability 

QA Q B = Qserie, 

can immediately be seen. 
Two different results are obtained for the value of Qseries. These t·wo 

results, however, are equal: 

QARB+RAQB+QAQB 

=QA-QAQB+QB 

Although a rather simple example has been chosen to demonstrate 
the application of the method, the principles used are of general validity 
and, therefore, there is no need to verify its applicability to more involved 
cases. 

2.2 Parallel arrangement of network elements 

Let circuit elements a and b be connected in parallel. Let A and B 
represent the availahilities of circuit elements a and b, respectively. 

H 

a 

A B b 

Fig. ::.3 Fig. ::.4 

@ ..... ~. ·/?2.·.U.B.~ . .. ' 
/ / / ' 

A __ B 
AUB 

Fig. :: . .5 

H 

The resultant network is available, if either "a 
anilahle (Fig. 2.5) 

A...JB, 

or "b", or hoth, are 
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the probability of which is 

(the product term cannot be neglegted, since R ~ I!). The resultant network 
is unavailable, if "a" and "b" are simultaneously unavailable (Fig. 2.5): 

.4 nB, 

the probability of which is 

P(A n n) = qp~:<:lIel = QA QB . 

Using the method of "complete system of events": 

Service conditions Probabilities Resultant network 

AnB RARB available 

AnB QARB available 

Ann RAQB available 

A: n B QARB unavailable 

QA QB = QreSllltant 

2.3 Combination of series and parallel elements 

Let network elements a, b, c hc connected as shown in Fig. 2.6. The 
network is built up of series and parallel elements. The resultant network 
is available, if "a" and "b" or "c" (or "a" and "b" and "c") are simultaneously 
available (Fig. 2.7): 

An (B U C), the probability of which is 

P[A n (B n C)] = RA (RB + Rc - RB Rc) = RA (1 - QB Qd· 

The resultant network is unavailable (Fig. 2.7), if 

the probability of which is 

P[A U (B n C)] = QA + QB Qc - QA QB Qc. 
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b 

a 

c 

Fig. 2.6 Fig. 2.7 

Now applying the method of "complete system of events" (Fig. 2.8): 

Service conditions Probabilities Resultant network 

AnBnC RARBRC available 

_4nBnC QARBRC unavailable 

AnlJnc RA QBRC available 

AnBnC RARB Qc available 

_4 n 1J n c QA QBRC unavailable 

_4 n B n c QARBQC unavailable 

AnlJnc RA QB Qc unavailable 

_4nlJnc QA QB Qc unavailable 

Xn8nc H 

\ 

Anenc AnsnC 

Fig. 2.8 Fig. 2.9 

2.4 ~l1esh-connected elements 

Let the connection of elements be as shown in Fig. 2.9: The network 
is available, if between the terminals at least one path exists along which 
all elements are available. Thus it is assumed that in the case if anyone 
possible path is available, the network is also available. 
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The possible paths in the network: 

AIjB 
A~iE"ID 

c~IEnB 

CIjD. 

The network is ayailable, if one or more of the aboye paths are ayailable: 

(A n B) U (A 'lEnD) U(CIjEIj B) U (cn D). 

The prohability of this condition is: 

Re P(AIjB) P(AJiEIjD) -i- p(CnEnB) p(CnD)-
- P(A Ij BIjA IjEIj D) P(AJi BnCnEn B) -
- p(AnBnCnD) - p(AnEnDnCnEnB) 
- p(AIjEnDIjCIjD) p(CnEIBnCIjD)-'-

P(A n BnA nEIjDn CnE.n B) 
-'- P(A BAn Ell D "I cn D) -;

P(A [I B n en E": B "I cr: D) 
...:- p(AnEnDncnEn BnCnD) -
- P(A n Bn A r:E0Dncr:EII Bn CnD) , 

sincc A n A = A; B n BB; etc. 

Re = P(A) P(B) P(A) P(D) P(E) -i- P(B) P(C) P(E) 
-;- P(C) P(D) - P(A) P(B) P(D) PIE) P(A) P(B) P(C) P(E) -

P(A) P(B) P(C) P(D) P(A) P(C) P(D) P(E) 
- P(B) P(C) P(D) P(E) -- 2 P(A) P(B) P(C) P(D) P(E) . 

The same result may he obtained by using the mcthod of "complcte system 
of eyents", although in that case the latter proccdurc is somewhat more 
lengthy. 

2.S System provided lcith a reserz:e element 

Let us consider a bus of high degrce of seryice reliahility. \Vith good 
approximation 

Rs = 1. 

T,l'o substations (I and II) are fed from this bus through elcments "a" and 
"b", further, a reservc supply is availahle through element "t". (Fig. 2.10) 

The power demands of substations I and II are equal and correspond 
to the transfer capacity of "a" and "b" respectiyely, further, the transfer 
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capacItIe5 of "a", "b" and "t" are also equal. Therefore, the network is con
sidered ayailable, if at least two transmission hranches are ayailahle. The 
net"work is capahle of supplying one half of the load with only one trans
mission branch ayailable. 

The reliability of the network can he studied by means of the method 
of "complete system eyents". 

Seryice conditions: 

AnBnT 
AnB:IT 
AnBnT 
AIBnT 
A('iBnT 
A B,nT 
A":BnT 
A BnT 

Fig. 2.10 

Pr ob abilitie5: 

RA RB RT 
Q.,,- RB RT 
R._\ QB RT 
RA RB QT 
Q.-\QBRT 
QA RB QT 
RA QB QT 
QA QB QT 

Resultant network: 

available 
available 
ayailable 
available 
available for half load 
ayailable for half load 
available for half load 
unavailable. 

Summing up the rows of acceptable "en-ice conditions, the following rcsultants 

are obtained: 

The probability of half-load network availability IS: 

3. Selection of probahility variables 

With respect to service reliability of a system t"WO questions may arise: 

a) how many unayailahilities occur within a giycn period, 
b) what is the duration of these unayailabilitics. 
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Correspondingly, two probability variables should be introduced: 

a) frequency of unavailabilities, 
b) duration of unavailabilities. 

It seems convenient to jointly investigate the two variables. This can be 

done in two different ways. 
1. The durations of unavailabilities may be handled as discrete variables, 

i.e. after selecting characteristic outage durations, such as To = 0.1, 0.5, 2, 
5 hours, etc. The number of unavailabilities outlasting the selected periods 

To should be investigated: 

where: t [hours] duration of one outage, 
To [hours] selected discrete periods. 

Value of the unavailability rate (probability of failure) is: 

where: ~V [_4(t To) [days]: number of days, with element >1 una\-ailablt' 
for a period of t To , 

N,. [days]: number of days of tht' period of investigation. 

The calculatioIl5 described aboH should be performed for each period 
of To, considering the unavailability rates Q and availability rates R of each 
circuit element referring to each period To concerned. 

Example. Let us determine from statistical data the unavailability 
rate QA. of circuit breaker type PTK 601-20/1000. Statistical data are at 
disposal for a period of 5 years, thus the period of investigation is iV,. - 5.365 

1825 days. Number of circuit breakers involved: 50. (The more units 
investigated, the more comprehensive conclusions can be obtained.) According 
to the statistical data, the number of days with anyone of the 50 circuit 
breakers out of service (except for maintenance reasons): 

for a period of t= 0.1 hours; 50 days: per breaker: 1V = 1 day 

for a period of t 0.5 hours, 10 davs: per breaker: lV= 0.2 dav 
for a period of t= 5 hours, 3 davs: per breaker: :V= 0.06 day 
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Hence, the unavailability rate of circuit breaker: for outage durations of 

t = 0.1 t = 0.5 

_ 1 _ . -'1 Q AO.1 - --.. - - 5.8 10 , 
182;) 

0.2 
Q = 1.1'10-4 , 

AO.5 = 1825 

t=5 

QA5 = 0.06 = 0.34.10-4. 
1825 

n. The second method of joint investigations of the two probability 
variables: 

The frequency of unavailability can be dealt with as a discrete variable, 
i.e. a few frequency values are to be selected, such as Ko = 10-2, 10-1, I, 
etc. representing the number of unavailabilities occurring "within the investi
gated period, and, again over the same period, the overall duration of un
availabilities whose occurrence outnumber Ko should be investigated: 

where k [occurrence/Tv]; occuuence of one outage 'within the investigated 
period (Tv), 

Ko [occurrence/T,.]: discrete values selected. 
Unavailability rates: 

QAKo = T[A(k:2: Ko)] 

T" 

where T [A(k ~ Ko)] [hours]: ovelall duration of unavailaLilities whose 
occurrence outnunlbers 1(0' 

Tr [A(k / Ko)] [hours]: period of investigation (usually one year: 
8760 hours). 

The calculations described under n should be performed for all selected 
values of Ko, substituting the corresponding unavailability rates Q and 

availability rates R. Oln-iously, the values Q and R of the various network 
elements should always be those belonging to the same yalue of Ko' 

Example: Let us determine, by means of this second method, the 
unayailability rate (QA) of circuit-breaker type PTK 601-20/1000 of the 
previous examplt'. Statistical data as before refer to 50 breakers and to a 
period of 5 years. 
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The selected yalues for Ko [occurrences/year] are 0.01, 0.1 and 0.5 and 
refer to one breaker. With the 50 circuit breakers the following unayailahilities 
occurred (except for lllaintenance reasons): 

k' 2.5 outages with overall duration of T' = 1000 hours, 
k' 25 outages with overall duration of T' = 250 hours, 

k' 125 outages with overall duration of T' = 50 hours. 

The ahove yalues reduced to one year and one hreaker: 
k 0.01 [occurrence/year]: T - 4 hours, 
k 0.1 [occurrence/year]: T - 1 hour, 
k 0.5 [occurrence/year]: T 0.2 hours. 

(k 0.01 may cover e.g. all unayailahilities that occurred, 
k 0.1 may coyer e.g. unayailahilities due to leakage and yaIve-hox 

failures, 
k 0.5 may cover e.g. unayailahilities due to valve-hox failures). 

Hence, the unayailahility rates of the circuit hreaker: 

'with k>O.Ol 

4 
-- = 4.6.10-4, 

8760 

" 0.5 

0 ') 
() - -'-'--

,-A~I) - 8760 

"Z.o·l 

QA5 _1_ = 1.14. 10-·J, 
8760 . 

0.23 ·10-·J• 

4. Consideration of maintenance outages 

In the ahoye inyestigations any element in trouhlefree condition has becn 
considered ayailahle, and the elements affected by a failure were only regarded 
as unayailahle. Howeyer, therc is a seryice condition of net'I'ork elements 
left out of consideration so far, namely the condition of a piece of equipment 
while it is taken out of service for maintenance, Extending our investigations 
to include this condition, the unayailabilities may bc attributed to two 
reasons: 

a) failure, 

b) maintenance. 
The differencc between the two groups lies in the character of their 

occnrrence, the former being a random phenomenon, while the latter can be 
made to occur at a predetermined time. 

A failure can either directly bring about a disturhance, or may only 
cause unayailahility (e.g. in the case of excessive temperature rise of a trans-
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former terminal connection the tronble can be eliminated by switching over 
to a standby unit), reducing though the resultant service reliability of the 
net·work, but causing no disturbance. 

In evaluating the reliability of the various network elements there is 
no difference between the two conditions of unavailability. The clement 
iln'cstigated by itsclf is in hoth cases· unavailable, and whether or not such 

an unavailability ·will lead to a disturbance will depend on the availahility 
of a path parallel to the unavailahle one and capable of taking oyer the load. 
The unavailability rate is, thus, a figure, which is characteristic of the net
work and not of the element. 

00 
Fir!. 4.1 

llIailltenallce only causes unavailability, weakening thereby the resultant 
reliability of the network. 

According to that stated ahoye, two new sets of service conditions are 
to be introduced: 

element "a IS under maintenance j *, 

elenlent "a" IS not under Illaintenance A"'. 

The interdependence of sets A and A * must first be cleared. The pos
sibility of a failure of a network clement ·while it is under maintenance can 
be excludcd, this being considered as an impossible evcnt. On the other hand, 
- mostly in the case of appanltus - while repairing a defect ·which has 
caused a disturhance, normal maintenance of the piecc of cquipment will 
at the same time be performed (such occurrences can be eyaluated by intro
ducing conditional probabilities). However, it should be noted, that in case 
of minor defccts, in order to minimize the duration of the disturbance, usually 
no maintenance is permitted to take plaee. Thus, the coincidence of a dcfeet 
and a maintenance period can only occur in case of serious damages, although 
in such cases a total replacement of the defective element (e.g. of an apparatus) 
will often take place. The number of sueh occurrences is further reduced by 
the possibility of defects closely preceded hy a maintenance period. 

Justified by the consideratiom: outlined above, the coincidence of a 
maintenanee period and a defect will he neglected: 

o ( 4.1) 
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hence (Fig. 4.1): 

and 
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A~ n A* = A 
_4.* n A = _4* 

An A* = (AUA*). 

Due to relation (4.1), the events 

as well as 

_4 and A* 
A and A* 
A and A* 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

are not independent of each other. (Defect _4 can only occur, if there is no 
maintenance A *, and maintenance _4.* can only take place, if no defect to 
the element occurred,) 

and 

Hence, theorem b) of Section 1.2 cannot be applied here: 

P(_4 n A*) 

P(A n A*) 

P(_4). P(A*), 

P(A)· P(.4.*), 

but, according to relations (4.2) and (4.3) 

PCJ n A*) = P{-4) = QA' 

and P(A n .4*) P(_4*) = Q~, 

P(A n A*) = P(_4. UA*) - 1 - [p(A) + P(.4.*)] = RA QA' 

If simultaneous occurrence of several service conditions is investigated. 
the service conditions not independent on each other should be substituted 
by their resultant 

e.g.: 

where B is independent of A and _4*, ·while A and _4.* are not independent: 
of each other. Substituting the dependent elements "with their resultant: 

So, among the conditions investigated there will no elements dependent 
on each other be left and. thus, their probabilities can be multiplied together. 

4.1 Evaluation of the maintenance of individual elements 

According to the foregoing statements, the following service conditions 
of element "a" can occur. 
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element "a" IS in working order: A 
element "a" is unavailable due to a defect: J: 
element "a" is not under maintenancf.": A * 
element "a" is unavailable due to maintenance: .-4* 
element "a" is, thus, available, if in working order and not under 

maintenance: 

AnA*, 
and unavailable, if 

Fig. 4.2 

Collating this result with those of Section 2.1, the maintenance of 
element "a" can be regarded as being equivalent to the connecting of an 
element a* in series with the original element "a" (Fig. 4-.2). Hence, the 
probability of availability of element "a" is 

p(AnA*). 

To calculate this value, a further probability variable is to be introduced, 
the probability of maintenance: 

P (.4*) = Q~. 

This relation can be interpreted in t·wo different ways, as described in 
Section 3: 

I. Qj\ = 

where [hours] = duration of maintenance, 

II. 

_-V [days] number of days of maintenance, or: 

T
Q~~ = ----'--==---"'

T,. 

where k [occurrences/TI'] = frequency of maintenance, 
T [hours] = duration of maintenance. 

With these values, the probability of availability of element "a" is: 

The probability of unavailability of element "a" IS: 

P(.4 U >1.*) = QA + Ql, 
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because .4 n .4* = 0 (Axiom VI, Section 1.2). 
With the method of "complete system of eyents": 

Sen'ice conditions 

AnA* 
A';A* .-1 
A = --1* 

Probabilities 

RA-Q~ 
QA 
Q'~ 

Resultant 

ayailahle 
unayailable 

unayailable. 

·1.2 Eraluation of maintenance of series elements 

The maintenance of a system consisting of series elements can alwavs 
be arranged in such a ,\ay that all its elements are to be maintained simul-

a b k' 

Fig. 4.3 

taneously. In the calculations it will he assumed that the frequency of main
tenanceis equal for all series elements (e.g. each element is maintained once 
a year). In such a case, the outage duration of the series path due to main
tenance will he determined by the element requiring the longest duration of 
maintenance. Let this element be "k". The equiyalent circuit of the series 
path is shown in Fig. 4.3. 

The series system IS available, if 

Its probability is 

The senes systeIn is unayailable, if "a", or "b", or both. arc defeetive. 

or maintenance is taking place: 

_~l U B U K* U B) U K*. 

However, according to the former condition: 

thus 

P[(.4 Ij B) U K* = p(A U B) + P(K*)] , 
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When using the method of "complete system of events" it should be 
taken into account that the event of maintenance (K*) excludes the possibility 
of a defect according to Section 4. 

Service conditions: 

AnBnK* 
(_4 n B) n J(* A" n B 
(An13)nJ(* = An13 
C4 (13)n J(* "4 nB 
(AnB)nJ(* = K* 

Probabilities: 

RARB - Q'k) 
QARB 
RAQB 
QAQB 
QT< 

Resultant network: 

available 
unavailable 
unavailable 
unavailable 
unavailablc 

where, in case of ("4 n B) n K*, the first term indicates the disturbance of 

o 0" 

b b' 

Fig. 4.4 

the series system, hence 
(A n B) n J(* = _4: B . 

Similarly: 

these rows need not even be indicated. 
The above example refers to t"WO series elements only, but the method 

can be extended to cover any number of series elements. 

4.3 Evaluation of maintenance of parallel elements 

A parallel system is shown in Fig. 4.4. Each branch of the above parallel 
system can be a resultant of series elements. In this case, A represents the 
resultant available service conditions of the series elements, and .4 * the 
service conditions of the series system under maintenance periods, as defined 
in Section 4.2. 

Ylaintenance of parallel elements should he planned so as to avoid 
simultaneous maintenance outage of two parallel elements. 

These conditions can be expressed as follows: 

3 Periodica Polytechuica El. Xi::!. 
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From that it follows: 

--4* n B* n C* = ~4* n B* = "4* n C* = >l*, 

P(A* n B* n c*) = 1 - P(_4* U 13* U c*) = 

= 1 - (Q,." --: QB + Qd = 1 

P(A* n B* n C* n A n B n C) = 1 - P(_4* U 13* U C* U --4. U 13 U C = 

= 1- [Q~ + Q~ 
(0* ..L Q* ..L Q*) ..L R R R 

<. A i B. C ! A B C' 

In addition to the above, Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3 are also to be applied. The 
system can be investigated with thc method of the "complete system of 
events". Six elements are contained in the system, thus one of the combinations 
of the six elements 'would appear in each row of the table. Since, however, 
only the probabilities of independent events can be multiplied together as 
stated in b) of Section 1.2, the combinations 'with elements not independent 
of each other are to be transformed by means of the relations shown above, 
for the interdependence of elements are defined by these relations. E.g.: 

A*(lB*(lC*(lA(lB(lC= A*(lB*(lC*(lB(lC= (because A (1--4* = "4*) 

and, further, 

(because A*,(lB*nC* A*). 
Similarly: 

A* B* C* _J n BilC 

In setting up the table of the "complete system of events", the first 
group of service conditions will consist of the possible variations with element 
"a" under maintenance. In this case it is assumed (Eq. 4.2) that during this 
period "a" cannot become defectiye and the possible vm'iations are com

binations of "b" and "c". 
The second and third service conditions are similar to the first. The fourth 

group is constituted by thc variations of servicc conditions in which no 
element is taken out for maintenance. Since probabilitics of independent 

events only can be multiplied together (b) of Section 4.2), the transformations 
mentioned above should be performed. 

The service condition of the resultant network is shown in the third/fourth 
columns. If one of the three parallel branches is capable alone of transmitting 
the full load, then the third column applies, "whereas if two branches are 
needed to cauy the full load, then the fourth column is valid. 
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Adding the probabilities of the corresponding rows the probabilities 
of ayailable, unayailable and half-load service conditions can be computed. 
The example sho'wn refers to the case of only three parallel branches, but 
the method can be applied to any number of branches. 

Service conditions 

A* nB C 

'1* nE j,C 

A* nB nC 

'1* nB nC 

B* nA r,C 

13* nA (iC 

B* n.A r,.C 

B* ,<A nC 

C* :~:A nB 

C* nB 

C* nA nB 

C* "B 

A* B* nC* (',A B;C 

B* ;lC" nX B nC 

--1* .~:C* nA :IB ~,C 

A* ,"B*,A nB re 
C* rA,B :lC 

A*nAnBnC 

B* :~'1 nB (',C 
AIB 

Probabilities: 

- (Q~-\ - Qil 

- (Q~ Qc) 
- (Q;; - Q6) 
- (Q;; Qil) 

- Q2 
- Q'A 

Qs 

Q~~ RB R 

Q':4 QB R 

Q:~ RB Qc 
AA QB Qc 

Q~ RA RB 

QiJ Q.-\ Rc 

QSR.-\ Qc 
Q~Q.-\ Qc 

Q6 R.-\ RB 

Q6 QA RB 

Qc RA QB 

QcQ.-\ QB 

- RA RBRC 

QA RBRC 

- RA QB RC 

- RA RBQc 

Q.-\ QB RC 

RA QB Qc 
- QARBQC 

-- QA QB Qc 

Resultant network. with 
I branch 2 branches 

required for the full load 
carrying 

available 

available 

available 

available 

half-load 

half-load 

una vailable unavailable 

available 

available 

a\-ailable 

available 

half-load 

half-load 

unavailable unayailable 

ayailable 

available 

ayailable 

ayailable 

half-load 

half-load 

unavailable unavailable 

available 

available 

available 

available 

available 

ayailable 

ayailable 

ayailable 

ayailable 

ayailable 

ayailable 

half-load 

half-load 

half-load 

unavailable unavailable 

5. Evaluation of statistical data 

The ayailability calculations, as outlined above, should be performed 
by utilizing the probability variables (Q, R, Q) of a network or networks. 
The theoretical values of these variables have been defined in Sections 3 and 4. 
A further task is to compute the practical, numerical yalues of these yariables, 
which can be performed on the basis of statistical data. 

In Section 3 the probability variables Q haye been determined in two 

different \\-ays (fIQATo; and If/QAKo)' 
The statistical data have to be eyaluated correspondingly, in the follow

ing way: 

3* 
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a) Let us examine network element "a" (e.g. a given type of circuit 
breaker or a 10-kilometre section of a given type of transmission line, etc.). 
From these network elements - of which a great number is present in a net
work - a sample containing n elements should be selected. The probability 
figures of the network element concerned shall then be determined on the 
basis of this sample. 

b) The period of investigation should be fixed according to Method I: 
N,. days, according to Method II: Tt. hours. 

c) From statistical data the un ay ail ability rate shall be determined 
for each element of the sample consisting of n elements. According to Method I: 

.XV,. [",1(( > To)] 
q,.=S . 

- ,. 

Values of To shall be selected (0.1, 0.5, 2, 10 hours), and those of q; be 
calculated for each yalue of To' According to :\Icthod II: 

T,. [A(k Ko}J 
q,. = ---r--- . 

l' 

Valucs of Ko shall bc selected (0.01, 0.1, ctc. per year) and those of q,. 
be calculated for each value of KO' 

d) The expectation value of q is considered as the unavailability rate 
(uncertainty) of thc nctwork undcr invcstigation. Best approximation is 
obtained from the arithmetic mean: 

n 

Thio:; value is to bc determined for all values of To and Ko, respectivcly. 
The value of QA 'will be the more accurate, the higher is the value of 

n. In order to simplify the calculation, Sections c) and d) mav be combined: 

or 

Q"i 
T,. 

I.e. 

or 

n 

n 

1 

nT,. 

1V
ll 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 
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e) The maintenance outage rate of the network element concerned is 
now also to be determined. This can be done by means offormulae (5.1) and(5.2). 
By eyaluating the statistical values all kinds of unavailability of the inves
tigated network element should be taken into account, i.e. not only those 
due to a disturbance but any event that caused unavailability. If, namely, 
onc of several parallel elements in a system became unavailable, no outage 
occurred. This condition shall also be considered in the statistical valuation 
(e.g. if a terminal of a transformer exhibited an excessive temperature rise, 
and a standby unit was put into seryice, and the transformer originally in 
service was taken out for repair: no outage was caused, yet an unavailability 
occurred). During the unavailability of such elements the reliability of the 
resultant network is reduced! 

Attention should be drawn to the requirement that statistical surveys 
must be extended to cover all unavailability conditions! 

The following statistical data referring to unavailability conditions should 
be included: 

Network element (e.g. 100 km transmission line); 
Date of unayailabilities; 
Duration (t) of unavailabilities; 
Cause of unayailabilities (insulator, conductor, etc.); 
Loss of kilowatthours, if any. 
From the above figures the following data should be determined: 

N [~4(t > To)] , 

and T ["4(k Ko)] , 

where k indicates the rate of occurrence for each cause. 
The data should preferahly be processed by means of punched-card 

type computers. 

6. Evaluation of the results of reliahility investigations 

Performing the operations shown in Sections 2 and 4 with the probability 
variables described in Sections 3, 4, and 5, a resultant unavailability rate is 
obtained. The result of these operations is as follows: 

With Method I: 

Qc = i'Y[(ti~To)] frequency [occurrence/year] 

for various periods To. 

With Method II: 

Qc = ~H~? Ko)] duration [hourfyear] 

T" for various frequencies Ko' 
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The result in both cases is a t'wo-yariable probability function. The 
valuation of this function can be performed considering two different aspects: 

6.1 Technical aspect 

The calculations giye information on the reliability of the inyestigated 
system. Comparison between seyeral different systems can also he made on 
this basis. 

6.2 Economic aspect 

:;'\0 firmly estahlished methoc18 exist for the economic yaluation of 
reliability or for assessing the expectable value of energy not supplied to the 
consumers in consequence of a disturbance. 

a) In principle, the expectable yalue of energy loss due to a disturbance 

lasting a giyen period of T" can he eyaluated by means of the following for
mula: 

W- = f· Pnverage [kWh] , 

'where f [hours] is the expectable duration of sYstem Ullclyailability (outage) 
"within the inyestigated period T,.: 

f T/k 

P (kW) is the ayerage load of the sYstem. 
J\o'w, the problem is to find the economic yalne of 108t energy W, i.e. 

the economic damage caused by this outage. The dctcrmination of this damage 
is extremely difficult, beeause it eannot be taken as equal to the yalne of 
products that could haye been manufactured by means of this electrical 
energy, since thc loss of production due to an outage is one that can sub
sequently he made good. An irreparable loss i", represented hy the idle time of 
,,-orkers and employces, or thc damage rC:3ultillg from a manufaeturing proces:3 
that cannot be carried on after the recoyery of :3upply yoltage, etc. The assess
ment of damage due to a di:3turbance imposcd on public consumers is a furthcr 
problem. According to results of a few attempts made in this country to find 
numerical yalues for this damage. the figures are in thc range of 10 to 50 
ForiutsjkWh. 

These, howeyer, can hy no means be regarded as well-established figures, 
and many authors admit that this problem has not been soh-ed anywhere yet [7]. 
Some attemps were made in France by EDF, but according to recent infor
mation, also these failed. The general opinion is that such specific values may 
be found for individual industrial plants, but yalues of uniyersal yalidity could 

not be found so far. 
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b) The yaluation of a giyen unavailabilitv rate may perhaps be 
possible in the ease of industrial plants where the economic damage dependent 
on the duration of outage is such a way that no damage is caused by a short
time disturbance, minor damage is caused by a longer disturbance and seyere 
harm is done by a disturbance of longer duration (e.g. in metallurgical 
industry and mines, where life hazards may also he illYoh-ed). 

7. Summary 

Lsing set-theory and probability arithmetic a general method can be developed for 
numerical evaluation of resultant reliabilitv of widely Yarying network configurations. Simi-
larly. the maintenance outage rates can be" correctly ·evalU:ate~d. ~ 

.' Reliability or expect';d outage rates of netw~rk elements can be evaluated by means 
of mathematical statistics. Existing statistical records on system disturbances must be com
pleted with data required for reli;hility calculations. Evaiuation of data is preferably per
formed by IIleans of punch-card cOIllputers. 

Based on these theoretical considerations detailed computations will be performed 
to evaluate the reliability of actual networks. The result" will he puhlished at a later date. 

* 
I wish to express thanks to Professor Dr. P. O. Geszti. whose advices ,,'ere of great help 

in soh'ing the problems dealt "'ith in this paper. 
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